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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This final report describes work performed by SRS Technologies for the NASA Marshall

Space Flight Center under Contract NAS8-39077, entitled "Integrated Receiver-Decoder Dropout

Study". The purpose of the study was to determine causes of signal fading effects on ultra-high-

frequency (UHF) range safety transmissions to the Space Shuttle during flyout. Of particular

interest were deep fades observed at the External Tank (ET) Integrated Receiver-Decoder (IRD)

during the flyout interval between solid rocket booster separation and ET separation. Analytical

and simulation methods were employed in this study to assess observations captured in flight

telemetry data records. Conclusions based on the study are presented in this report, and

recommendations are given for future experimental validation of the results.

Episodes of extended signal fading have been observed during a number of Shuttle flights.

These fading occurrences have been documented in telemetry records of UHF range safety system

transmissions from ground transmitter sites to the ET range safety subsystem. The primary

indication of the fading episodes is contained in the IRD automatic gain control (AGC) output

signal, the amplitude of which is related to RF signal input to the receiver front end. Previous

contract study efforts toward understanding of the fading effects have focused on modeling of

plume plasma effects [1] and on compilation of case information to support comprehensive

analysis [2]. The requirement for the present study includes consideration of various physical

phenomena that could cause the signal dropouts seen in the telemetry records.

In this study, SRS analyzed data from Shuttle mission databases to identify fading

occurrences and to compile associated flight trajectories and conditions. Concurrently, we

reviewed information available on the Space Shuttle configurations and range safety equipment

relevant to range safety RF transmissions. We then developed computer models of theoretical

transmission characteristics, taking into account free space and terrain/ocean-surface multipath

modes, atmospheric refraction, and antenna patterns (from scale-model testing, representing

antenna losses and multipath effects of vehicle structures). The computer models were combined

into an integrated simulation that accepts Shuttle trajectory and attitude as functions of time from

the Shuttle mission database and produces graphical traces of theoretical signal transmission loss

from ground site to ET IRD unit, along with traces of other parameters of interest. The software

developed by SRS for this study also provides for display of IRD AGC voltage or received signal

level taken from mission databases, on the same time scales as those of the simulation. Printouts
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of signal arrival angles are also produced by the software. Statistical analyses and estimation of

plume refraction modes were conducted independently of the integrated simulation effort.

Computer-aided studies were made of a number of Shuttle launches, and other launch

histories were reviewed manually. Although terrain multipath and antenna-pattern-related signal

variations were observed for some flight regimes, the theoretical effects predicted were not of

sufficient magnitude or duration to produce the deep fades observed. However, a strong

correlation was found between fade occurrences and Shuttle trajectory/attitude combinations that

involve signal arrival angles from almost directly aft of the vehicle. This result and analytical

findings have led to a conclusion that multipath propagation modes involving Shuttle structures and

dual-antenna RF combining are likely to be at least contributing causes of the signal fading effects

at aft signal arrival angles. These modes are characterized by rapid variation with arrival angle and

are of greatest significance in aft arrival angles, where geometric line-of-sight is not available to

either of the two ET antennas. The multipath effects implicated are likely to be of finer granularity

in arrival angle than data available from previous scale-model antenna measurements and of most

significance in an angular sector where fidelity of the antenna-range scale model was limited.

Recommendations for further effort are directed toward obtaining finer-grained experimental data

on antenna and structural multipath characteristics for more detailed correlation with mission data in

this regime.

The methodology and software tools produced during this study can be applied directly to the

analysis of IRD signal-strength data from future Shuttle flights. The procedures and support data

to do so are described in this report.

Section 2 of this report describes the methodology used by SRS for the study. The analysis

and simulation procedures are detailed in section 3. Results obtained from the application of these

procedures to records in the Shuttle mission databases are discussed in Section 4. Section 5

presents the conclusions SRS has derived from the study. Procedures for application of the study

results to future Shuttle launches are identified in Section 6. Section 7 provides recommendations

for experiments to validate the conclusions.
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SECTION 2

STUDY METHODOLOGY

During several Space Shuttle launches the 416.5 MHz range command/control transmitter

(CCT) signal to the ET receiver has been observed to experience severe signal fading attenuation

during powered flight. This attenuation occurs after SRB separation and usually before handover

to a downrange tracking station. Prior to this study, no clear explanation had been developed for

these drops in signal level.

Possible SSME exhaust plume plasma effects on IRD signal levels were investigated during

previous studies. SRS has reviewed the methods used in this study and has compared them to

rocket plume attenuation modeling results we and others have obtained in recent studies and

experiments. We have interpreted the results of the plume study performed by Dr. Blaine Pearce to

be that the SSME exhaust plume should only be a significant factor in signal attenuation if the level

of contaminates in the plume exceeds a "specific" level. Although it is considered possible that the

SSME fuel could contain contaminates from storage tank walls and engine component ablation,

these sources are not considered probable sources of contamination in quantities sufficient to cause

plume attenuation. Dr. Pearce's study did not eliminate refraction by water vapor in the SSME

exhaust as a possible factor in RF propagation to ET antennas.

SRS has investigated several RF transmission phenomena which could possibly be the cause

of the transient attenuation. The phenomena includes multipath propagation modes, antenna

pattern effects, RSS hardware dynamic effects, atmospheric attenuation, and review of possible

exhaust.

2.1 Space Shuttle Range Safety System

Systems considered in the IRD dropout investigation included the on-board Range Safety

System, particularly its ET portions, and the Range Command/Control System, which has a

network of UI-IF radio transmitters at several sites selected to provide line-of-sight communications

links for a variety of possible flyout trajectories flown at the Eastern Test Range. These systems

together provide the capability to remotely activate a vehicle flight termination system (FTS) in the

event that, while under powered flight, the vehicle fails in such a manner as to experience a

malfunction turn which would cause the vehicle to violate established flight safety criteria.

Generally, the criteria are manifested in impact limit lines (ILL), defining geographic areas to each
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side of a vehicle'snominal flight path, and beyondwhich, intact vehicle impactor the debris

impactfrom afailedvehiclewill notbepermitted.

An FTS consists of an antenna (or antennas), RF cabling, antenna couplers,

receiver/decoders,powersources,Safe/Armswitches,detonators/boosters,andthrusttermination

ordnance.All componentsareredundant(antennaandthemainterminationordnancemechanism

may notbe requiredto beredundant,dependingonFTSdesign). TheEasternSpaceandMissile
CenterusesaUHF carrier(frequencyof 416.5MHz) for theirCommandandControlTransmitters

(CCT) (destructtransmitters).A continuouswave(CW) transmissionis providedfrom atimejust

prior to launchuntil theFTSis no longerrequired(Main EngineCut Off (MECO) for the Space
Shuttle). TheCCTcarder"captures"theFTSreceivers,keepingthemlocked_tothisCCT signal,a

conditiondesignedin part to preventanyspurioussignalfrom activatingthesystem, ff it becomes

necessaryto terminatethe flight, thecarder is modulatedwith a codedtonesequence,andthen
decodedby the vehicle Receiverdecoderto activatethe ordnance. The SpaceShuttlesystem

carriesredundantFTS systemsoneachSRM, anda singlesystemon the ET. The systemsare

cross-strappedsothatactivationof anyonesystemactivatesall of them.

The FTSis monitoredby theRangeSafetyOfficer throughtheuseof anS-Bandtelemetry

downlink. On thevehicle,FTSreceiverAutomaticGainControl(AGC) voltageis monitoredand

scaledto a zero-to-five volt value (5 vdc representingreceiversaturation),and thesedataare
transmittedvia thetelemetrystreamto theRangeControlCenter,wheretheyaredisplayedto the

safetypersonnelon aCRTin theform of abargraph. Observationof thedisplayshowstheRange

SafetyOfficer whether,andto what level, theCCT has"control" of the FTSreceiver,indicating
whenanalternativetransmittershouldbeused.

Transmitter sitesare locatedto provide adequatecoveragefor thevarious trajectoriesof

vehicle launchedon theEasternTestRange.Current locations include Cape Canaveral Air Force

Station (CCAFS), the Jonathan Dickinson site south of CCAFS, Wallops Flight Facility, the

Bermuda Tracking Station, and the Antigua Tracking Station. If these locations are not compatible

with the trajectory/geometry of a particular flight, portable CCT transmitters may be used to

augment the fixed sites.

Received signal strength (measured as a function of the level of the receiver AGC voltage) is

a function of the system hardware RF characteristics (transmitter power, antenna gains, system

losses, etc.). The signal strength is also inversely proportional to the value of the square of the

range between transmitter and receiver antennas. In addition, the aspect angle between the
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transmitterandtheFTSantennasis important.TheUHFsignalpathis a line-of-sitepathrequiring

alternatetransmittersbeusedasthevehiclegoes"over thehorizon"with respectto theaffectedsite

(changeoveris generallyaccomplishedastheantennaelevationangledecreasesto threedegrees,or
if thetelemeteredAGCvoltagedecreasesto 1.5volts).

The Command/Controlsystemtransmitterpoweroutputlevelsvary from 600Wto 10kW.

Antennabeamwidthsrangefrom omni-directional(O dB gain) to 20degrees(18dB gain). The

ground station antennasuse left hand circular (LHC) polarization.[1] Exhibit 2-1 lists the
respectivegroundstationpowerandantennacharacteristics.

Power Antenna

Station Output Gain Beamwidth

(W) (dB) (Degrees)

600 18 20
CCAFS

10,000 0 Omni

Antigua 10,000 15 18x30

USNS 10,000 6 70
Redstone

Bermuda 10,000 18 20

Wallops
Island 600 18 20

Jonathan
Dickinson 10,000 20 10

Exhibit 2-1 Range Command/Control System Ground Station Parameters

2.2 Space Shuttle Flyout Profiles

The Space Shuttle vehicle is launched with the orbiter's vertical stabilizer initially pointed south. At

approximately seven seconds into flight, a roll maneuver is initiated to orient the orbiter center line

5
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alongthe directionof the launchazimuth. The roll maneuveris generallycompleteat about23
secondsafterliftoff. After launchtowerclearance(at approximatelysevensecondsinto flight) the

vehicle initiates a pitch-over (programdown-range)maneuverwhich will result in the orbiter

reachinga tail downattitudefor thedurationof theflight whileunderpowerfrom theSpaceShuttle

Main Engines(SSME).Thevehiclepitchmaneuveris completeat about30seconds.

Launchazimuthis a determiningfactor for the inclination of theorbit the vehicle is to

achieve.Theseazimuthshaverangedfrom about037degreesto 092degrees,with resultingorbital
inclinationsof between60degrees(usedwith Spacelabmissions)to about28degrees.Theflyout

azimuthis generallyheldfairly constantthroughMECO to conservethe energythat otherwise

wouldbeexpendedin accomplishinganorbitalplanechangeduringthisphaseof flight.

Thelaunchazimuthis importantin theanalysisof theFTSreceiver/decodersignalstrength

becauseit will determinewhichof severalavailableCCTswill beemployedto providecoverage

for the flight until MECO. For instance,the higher inclination flights of the Shuttleproject a
groundtrackwhich essentiallyparallelstheEastcoastof theUS. Initial coveragefor this (andall

other)flights in this directionis from theCapeCanaveralAir ForceStationcommandfacilitiesor
the JonathanDickinson site southof KSC on the Florida coast.The last available fixed site

coveragefor this azimuthcomesfrom thetransmitterfacilitiesattheWallopsIslandFlight Facility.

Lower inclination flights mayusecommandfacilities locatedonBermuda,Antigua,or both,after

passingover theUHF radiohorizonfrom theCape.

During theflight, andprior to MECO, theEasternTestRangesafetyofficers monitorthe

telemeteredreceiversignalstrengths(asafunctionof receiverAGC voltage)andtheelevationof

thetransmittertrackingantennas(althoughcapabilityexiststo useanomni-directionalantennain

theeventof a tracking antennafailure). If the signalstrengthbeginsto fall, or if thetransmitter
antennaelevationdecreasesto aboutthreedegrees,atransmitteratanalternatelocationis brought

up. Transmittersiteswitchingis automated,basedon theseparameters,althoughtherangesafety

officerscanmanuallyoverridetheautomaticsystem.

Exhibit 2-2a showsthe vehicle altitude/rangeprofile for a typical flight from liftoff to

MECO. Theflyout profdeindicatedby thisgraphshowsthevehicleinitially gainingaltitudeatthe

expenseof range,then,asthevelocity vector tendstowardthe horizontal,beginsincreasingthe

rangeata highratewhile remainingat arelativelyconstantaltitude.As theflight progresses,earth
curvaturewill block line-of-sitecontactbetweentheCapetransmitterandthevehicle,asindicated

by Exhibit 2-2b.

6
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Position Launch

At MECO Point

3-Degree __,
Elevation Angle _

3o

Horizon
EarthCurvature Plane

910419-8,58032-1458

(b) Effects of Earth Curvature

Exhibit 2-2 Space Shuttle Altitude/Range Profile

The Wallops Flight Facility is located approximately 600 nautical miles (nm) or

approximately 1110 km from the Cape. The distance to Bermuda is approximately 800 nm (1480

7
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km) and the distance to Antigua, approximately 1300 nm (2400 km). All of these stations should

have aspect angles to the vehicle which are large enough that plume attenuation would not be a

significant factor. However, the specific flight trajectories and attitude of the vehicle must be

considered in a definitive determination of aspect angle.

2.3 Radio Transmission Fading Mechanisms

In addition to potential failures in the RF hardware or misalignment of directional antennas,

several phenomena can reduce Command/Control link signal strength at the vehicle. Absorption,

reflection, or refraction of radio waves can occur through a number of mechanisms, resulting in

signal attenuation or multipath signal phase effects. We considered the following four mechanisms

to be of possible significance to the IRD dropout: 1) rocket exhaust plume attenuation, 2) terrain

(or ocean surface) multipath fading, 3) atmospheric/ionospheric effects, and, 4) vehicle structures

and on-board receive-system elements. These phenomena are discussed briefly in the following

subsections.

2.3.1 Terrain or Ocean-Surface Multipath

This effect is pronounced in communications links where at least one terminal is airborne.

For ground-air links where the ground terminal uses a narrow beam antenna, terrain multipath is

not significant at high look angles. However, when the look angle decreases to the elevation

where the beam illuminates the surface, deep fades can occur. The higher the reflectivity of the

surface, and the smoother it is, the greater the effect. Salt water, particularly at quiet sea state,

which is a typical Shuttle launch condition, is probably the worst case.

Exhibit 2-3 illustrates the geometry of terrain multipath fading on a propagation path between

a UHF _ound transmitting station and a Space Shuttle vehicle in flight.

Antenna
Beam Path

Reflected
Path

910411-858932-0816

Exhibit 2-3 Geometry of Terrain Multipath Fading
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Exhibit 2-4, adapted from John Griffith, Radio Wave Propagation and Antennas [6], plots the

form of received signal level variations with distance for a link between a ground terminal with

elevated antenna and an airborne terminal. Note the deep nulls spaced at roughly equal distances.

Signal level variations of this form can occur for a given link as the airborne terminal flies away

from the ground terminal.

I
t PathLoss70 "_-_

m "" ,_ _. -20 dB "_

_ 60 F "" _or-Worse \/ I/ _

,10

1 2 5 10 20 50 100

Distance (km)

Exhibit 2-4 Plot of Received Signal Level Variations with Distance

for a Ground-to-Air RF Link Experiencing Terrain Multipath Propagation

Terrain multipath fading depths depend on the polarization of the signals, as well as on

surface conductivity and antenna patterns. Because the actual (composite) receiver-antenna signal

level is dependent on direct and reflected phase angles (i.e., direct and reflected path lengths), exact

mathematical characterization requires a tape measure. However, the approximate terminal

locations for signal nulls and the relative depths of nulls can be predicted analytically. At low angle

of incidence of a reflected vertically polarized signal (e.g., below Brewster's angle) which is

expected for Shuttle positions near MECO, reflection can be highly efficient and thus cause either

strong reinforcement or strong cancellation.[7]

Observed fading instances can be fit to analytic models through correlation of the signal

strength (AGC) measurements with flight path geometries and knowledge of command transmitter

locations and antenna heights.

9
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2.3.2 Atmospheric/Ionospheric Effects

The atmospheric regimes through which the Shuttle passes in the upper stratosphere and

ionosphere are not well characterized, particularly with regard to granularity or patchiness of

features that cause refraction and reflection of radio waves. Standard atmosphere profile models

assume that refractivity does not change much horizontally, but such assumptions may not be valid

for the Shuttle in flight downrange before MECO. Several factors can be expected to cause

variations of significant magnitude, if they occur:

Ducting in the Atmosphere - Temperature inversions in the troposphere or

stratosphere can cause ducting of signals, creating "holes" in field strength in certain regions, as

illustrated by Exhibit 2-5.

_)10,411-858932-1054

Exhibit 2-5 Signal Loss Due To Atmospheric Ducting of Radio Waves

Air Density Boundaries Regions or blobs of air of differing density in the

troposphere can cause refraction if boundary surfaces are not perpendicular to the signal ray path.

This phenomenon can cause multipath propagation fading, as illustrated by Exhibit 2-6.

Alternatively, it can create "shadow" zones with severely attenuated signal strength. Multipath

propagation by this effect is quite common in terrestrial microwave relay of common carrier

signals, requiting diversity reception techniques in many such links.[8] This effect is used for

troposcatter over-the-horizon communications, where communications link designers count on

refraction from density change surfaces.[6]

10
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Exhibit 2-6 Geometry of Tropospheric Multipath Propagation

Ionospheric Effects - Prior to MECO, the Space Shuttle passes through/into three well-

known altitudes of ionospheric electron-density boundaries - the D, E, and F, layers. Exhibit 2-7

shows the electron-density boundaries that define these layers. These ionospheric effects are

notoriously irregular, both in times of existence and patchiness.[6,9] HF sky-wave propagation is

dependent on them. VHF ionospheric scatter communications has been used in the past. UHF

Satcom communications are sometimes subject to ionospheric scintillation fading.J10] The

combination of Shuttle altitude, geographical position, and command link frequency are not

common, so studies of relevant ionospheric effects were not available prior to this study to reject or

admit the possibility of ionospheric scattering or multipath fading causing IRD dropouts.

_10411-858932-1127

E 200
v'

"0
"-I

P__ 100-
< ---J5

f

Free Electron Density

Exhibit 2-7 Ionospheric Refraction Layers Defined by Free Electron Density

Variations with Altitude

11
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SSME Exhaust Cloud Effects - The Shuttle main engine exhaust can cause an effect on

refractivity similar to that of tropospheric refraction discussed above, by in effect creating a

massive "cloud" of water vapor. This "cloud" certainly has the potential to support atmospheric

multipath propagation. It can also refract signals away from or toward individuals Shuttle antennas

given certain geometries. Exhibit 2-8 and 2-9 illustrate these effects.

I10411-858932-1148

Exhibit 2-8 Multipath Propagation Caused by Refraction or Reflection in

Condensed Exhaust Cloud

10411-858932-1217

Exhibit 2-9 Gap in Signal Reception Caused by Refraction in

Condensed Exhaust Cloud

12
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The dropouteventsoccurwhentheShuttleis well down-range, which means that signals

must traverse a long path through troposphere, stratosphere, and ionosphere, increasing the

likelihood of effects such as the above.

2.3.3 Multipath Reflection and Diffraction From Shuttle Orbiter and ET Surface

Features

The antenna pattern contributes greatly to the received signal strength. Antenna patterns for

aircraft radio systems that use supposedly omni-directional antennas often have multiple lobes

separated by deep nulls. Such antenna patterns result from multipath reflections or diffraction off

of aircraft surfaces. The secondary rays interfere with the direct RF signals, alternatively causing

reinforcement and cancellation as aspect angle changes.

In the 417 MHz range (= 0.7 m wavelength), the sizes of orbiter and ET features range from

less than one wavelength to many wavelengths, so reflection and diffraction modes can both exist.

Exhibit 2-10 is a polar plot of a hypothetical stub antenna mounted on a complex (nonplanar)

surface, illustrating the effects of multipath signal interference.

110411- 858932-14:30

0

270 90

Example Antenna Pattern

Exhibit 2-10 Hypothetical Antenna Pattern or a Stub Antenna over a Complex

Shape Conductive Surface

13
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Analysis - To verify the presence of conditions that could cause atmospheric or ionospheric

effects on a given Shuttle flyout would require historical meteorologic data and ionospheric

sounding data respectively for the date and approximate geographical location of the RF link. We

were not able to obtain such data for the Shuttle flights analyzed and, as a result, the possibility of

occurrence of atmospheric or ionospheric effects could not be eliminated.

Most of the severe IRD signal fading events found in Shuttle telemetry records were

repeatable for similar Shuttle trajectories and command link geometries. The repeatability would

tend to indicate causes other than meteorologic or ionospheric phenomena, because these

phenomena are transient. Both atmospheric and ionospheric effects have daily, seasonal and

random variations probability of occurrence.

The effects of SSME exhaust clouds could not be rejected as possible IRD dropout causes by

this analysis, because the exhaust cloud geometry does follow a repeatable pattern for Shuttle

flights of similar trajectories.

Sections 4.2 through 4.4 provide more detailed discussions of the study conclusions

regarding atmospheric/ionospheric effects.

Analyses and simulations performed by SRS indicate that when the Shuttle is well down-

range from the transmitter site, both ET antennas can be shadowed by the orbiter wings, which

could shield the antennas or cause periodic nulls from knife-edge diffraction around the wing edge.

If diffraction patterns are complex, a variety of multipath and attenuation modes are possible.

Exhibit 2-11 illustrates the ray geometry for multipath and diffraction effects of the vehicle.

Diffraction

910411-858932-1230

Exhibit 2-11 Multipath Propagation by Reflection and Diffraction at

Vehicle Surfaces

14
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Also, thetwo ET antennasbothconnectcoherentlyto asinglereceiverinput port througha

hybridcoupler.This typeof arrangementcancausedestructiveinterferenceif thegeometryis such

that approximatelyequalsignalsreachbothantennaswith certainphasedifferences. Diffraction
couldcausesuchconditionsto occur.

StaticIRD antennapatternmeasurementsmadein theorbiter/ETconfigurationwerereviewed

to attemptto identify possiblefadingcausesrelatedto thevehiclestructures.As discussedin later
sectons,fidelity of scalemodelantennameasurementswaslimited in aspectregionsrelevantto this

analysiseffort.

Theoretical Signal Strength Modeling

The basis for determining the theoretical signal strength of either the CCT or the telemetry

signal can be found in the radar beacon range equation in Exhibit 2-12. By solving the equation

for signal strength at the target object, a Reference Range may be calculated. The reference range

is that range to which the vehicle may fly, and at which point the signal strength reaches the

minimum effective value.

where;

R =

Pt =

Gt =

Gr =

Pr =
L =

;L2 Pt GtGr
R 2 _

(4_;)2 Pr L

Range
Transmitter Power

Transmitter Antenna Gain

Receiver Antenna Gain

Received Power

Insertion Loss Factors

;L = Wavelength _

The radar beacon range equation provides

the algorithm with which signal strengths may be
calculated.

910412-858832-1116

Exhibit 2-12 Radar Beacon Range Equation

15
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With the exception of rocket plume attenuation,known path attenuating factors are
consideredin the calculation. The modified radar beaconrangeequationis transformedto a

logarithmicbase10form to facilitate manipulatingthevarioussignallossfactorsinvolvedin the

analysis. The referencerange (in dB) is usedin the SRScomputerprogram, "RFLINK" to

provideameasureof thepredictedlink margin for both telemetry and CCT signal paths.

2.5 Outline of the Study Tasks

For each of the possible IRD dropout mechanisms we described above, we first synthesized

basic geometric and RF transmission loss models, including calculation of the specific loss

functions for that mechanism. We constructed scenarios for the different Space Shuttle flyout

profiles represented by missions that have and have not encountered significant IRD signal loss.

The models we produced took into account the primary relevant characteristics of ground station

equipment, Space Shuttle vehicle equipment, range, altitude, attitude or aspect angle, and

atmospheric/ionospheric conditions known or considered likely for the candidate IRD dropout

mechanisms.

We used the basic models to compute nominal theoretical received signal levels and additional

parameters such as periodicity of fading events for a number of points in each of the flyout

scenarios. We then compared the results with measurements made during the respective missions

to evaluate compatibility of the observations with the model calculations.

For candidate signal loss causes whose model results are within the bounds of actual data,

we carried out empirical assessments, using statistical and physical-effects computational models

as needed. These assessments made extensive use of the IRD signal measurements from various

Shuttle launches. The results of this effort are signal loss explanations verified by simulation, with

supporting data/rationale.

On the basis of results from the detailed empirical assessment, we have defined preliminary

requirements for an experiment to demonstrate the signal loss cause or causes established during

this study.

The following paragraphs summarize the specific tasks we have performed to complete the

IRD Dropout Study.

The sequence of tasks is shown in Exhibit 2-13.
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Exhibit 2-13 IRD Dropout Study Task Steps

The following paragraphs are an explanation of what was undertaken in these tasks:

Background Review and Hypotheses Development - We thoroughly reviewed the

background material supplied by NASA to gain a better understanding of the problem. This effort

included a review of the report included in the solicitation, A.R.A.P Report No. 494, entitled

"Range Safety Signal Attenuation by the Space Shuttle Main Engine Exhaust Plumes" [1]. We

discussed data requirements with the NASA engineers who have direct information on the dropout

problem. From this background information we developed one or more hypotheses on what may

be causing the dropouts. These hypotheses and the candidate methods were discussed with the

NASA technical personnel in a project review and at several informal meetings.

Data Availability Assessment - We assessed the availability of the data required to

perform the hypotheses testing. The level or fidelity of hypothesis testing is directly affected by

the quality and quantity of data that can be acquired. The scheduling of subsequent hypothesis

testing and analysis is also affected by the availability of data. We then reviewed the Shuttle

database referenced in the solicitation work statement to determine what data would be useful for

this study. We discussed the data requirements with NASA technical personnel and established

methods and schedules for acquiring the desired data.

Analytical Study - We performed analytical studies on the hypotheses presented. These
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studies applied the theoretical knowledge about related phenomena to the situation or circumstances

of the Shuttle launches. These analytical studies were performed to the extent possible with readily

available data on the Shuttle launches. The analytical studies showed which phenomena could

have a greater influence on the resulting signal dropouts. These analytical studies were used to

prioritize and direct the subsequent empirical analyses.

Collect and Compile Data - Often data exists in several forms and formats.

Considerable time and effort can be saved if unnecessary collection and conversion of data can be

avoided. With the guidance of NASA personnel we determined what data, including its form and

format, would be the most useful and economical to use. We worked closely with the NASA

technical personnel in collecting and compiling the data required to perform the subsequent

empirical analyses and simulations. Much of the data came from Shuttle mission databases and

from analysis results compiled previously by NASA personnel.

Empirical Analyses and Simulations - We performed empirical analyses and

simulations to evaluate the presented hypotheses. Empirical data was evaluated to determine if the

actual results agree with the analytical models used to describe the dropout causes.

Compile Results and Document - The results of the analysis efforts have been

collected and are compiled into this report.

Develop Validation Experiment Plan - This final report also discusses possible

experiments to validate the results and conclusions of the study. The experiment approaches

considered may include computer modeling/simulation components, in conjunction with field tests,

to take into account factors that are hard to control or extremely costly to incorporate in field test

scenarios.
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SECTION 3

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

To analyze the IRD signal drop effects SRS conducted simulations and performed

analytical computations to characterize effects of several phenomena relevant to range safety uplink

operation. The focus of this study phase of the analysis was on RF propagation modes, the free

space loss computation being the largest magnitude component. To the free space computation we

added capability for multipath propagation modes involving land terrain or ocean surfaces. The

computations required consideration of antenna patterns for which we depended largely on scale

model antenna measurements that had been made previously on a Shuttle model in orbiter-ET

configuration. These patterns were made on the antenna range at Marshall Space Flight Center.

They are expected to take multipath reflections from vehicle surfaces into account. Some

limitations exist in the scale model antenna patterns in terms of the resolution of data and the

fidelity at certain aspects angles.

The antenna patterns of the transmitter site omni-directional antennas appear to be quite

uniform in azimuth at look angles above horizontal, from inspection of antenna patterns presented

in Appendix A of the McDonald 1991 Report [2]. Reflections from the ground or from nearby

structures could cause nulls to exist in the pattern. Ground reflection effects are considered in the

terrain multipath model used by SRS for propagation analysis (described in Section 3.1). Other

antennas and support structures at the site, which appeared in MSFC video recordings reviewed by

SRS, could possibly affect the antenna patterns. Determination of the presence of any such effect

would require in site antenna pattern measurements.

To perform the RF propagation simulation we had to take into account the Shuttle

dynamics, consisting of flight path trajectory and spacecraft attitude. Detailed trajectory data was

available in the Shuttle databases so we used that empirical data. Flight path data is important in

the computation of both the free space path loss and terrain multipath reflections. Attitude data is

important to bring into consideration antenna patterns on the Shuttle ET antennas. We also

considered the geometric relationship of the Shuttle to the transmitter in terms of range and

elevation. We also considered handoff points from one transmitter site to another. The handoff

patterns were fairly consistent from flight to flight of given launch trajectories, but they differed for

the different trajectories. For example, easterly flights used either Cape Canaveral Air Force

Station or Jonathan Dickenson transmitter sites from early in the flight until approximately 400

seconds after launch. Handoff at this time was usually to the Bermuda Transmitter site. Receiver
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characteristicsweremodeledprimarily in termsof thereceivedpower,whichwasmanifestedin the

AGC voltage telemetereddown from the external tank to the ground. During this studyBill

Hopkinsof MarshallSpaceFlight Center measuredAGC time constantsanddid dynamicrange

measurementsusinganexamplereceiver.

Because plume effects had been investigated as possible causes of signal drop outs in

previous studies, the current study did not concentrate on those. However, we did review the

investigations of possible plasma attenuation effects. We also investigated possible refraction or

diffraction modes that could occur in either plasma or water vapors states. Refraction or diffraction

modes could cause signal enhancement as well as signal loss.

Receiver signal downlink telemetry records were used in simulations for comparison with

data obtained from RF propagation calculations. By comparing the telemetry records with results

computed from our models on the same time lines and trajectories, we were able to test hypotheses

about possible attenuation and loss modes.

The following subsections provide details of the simulation analysis procedures.

3.1 RF Propagation (Theoretical)

The RF propagation model used by SRS for this study included free space and multipath

propagation components and antenna pattern effects. The free space model propagation consists of

the standard free space attenuation equation which takes into account the inverse-square-law

power dispersion and the transmitter and receiver antenna gains. The standard equation that was

included in the SRS RF Link model had been developed previously for use in missile range safety

assessments. The RF Link model included fly-out trajectories and other bookkeeping functions

considered to be of value for the IRD Dropout Study. We added terrain multipath fading code to

the RF Link model. The terrain multipath model used is a round-earth reflection model that uses

optical ray paths. Provisions were incorporated to permit use of the 4/3 earth radius convention to

simulate effects of atmospheric refractivity. Heights of the transmitter and receiver sights above

sea level or surface level are taken into account. A simplified model of complex reflection

coefficients was used in the terrain multipath simulation. Depth of fades simulated by this model

depend on the magnitude of the reflection coefficient. Exact locations of occurrence of the nulls

and peaks depend on the detailed geometry and are hard to model effectively. For small reflection

angles, i.e., reflection angles close to grazing angles, the phase angle of vertically polarized

components reverses, causing a change in the relative shape of the peaks and nulls. For the

circular polarized range safety signal, this Brewster's angle effect is expected to cause a wider
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variationbetweenmultipathpeaksandnullsatlow anglesof reflection. MultipathRFpropagation
modelsaredescribedin detailin thereferences(DeWolf andSalter1968)and(Gdffiths 1980).

Theantennapatternsin theRFpropagationmodelwereempiricalpatternstakenfrom scale
modelantennatestsat MarshallSpaceFlight Center. Thedatawasprovidedto SRSin paperand

electronicform. Theseantennapatternsrepresentfull sphericalcoverage(4 _ steradians)in a

rectangularmatrixof 2-degreex 2-degreecells. Theantennagainvaluesfor eachRFpropagation
computationwereselectedfrom theantennapatternmatrixconsideringtheShuttlevehicleposition

in spaceandits attituderelativeto thetransmittersites.Gainsof transmitantennason theground

did not appearto changesignificantly through the phasesof flight consideredfor this study.
Constanttransmitantennagainvalueswereusedin thesimulation. Thevaluesweretakenfrom

publishedspecifiedtransmitterequipmentandantennacharacteristicsdescriptions.

Exhibit 3-1 is aprintout of theantennapatternarrayshowingin eachcell the gainvalue

relativeto themaximumgain. Shuttleorientationis shownfor cardinalpointsin thissphere.

3.2 Shuttle Dynamics

The position and attitude of the Shuttle as a function of time after launch was considered to

be an important part of the simulation conditions. A significant part of our effort was oriented

toward determining the state of the Shuttle at times when IRD signal fades occurred, to determine

correlation of RF effects with differences between the vehicle states. We analyzed downloaded

trajectory data from the Shuttle database for times of fades and times when signal fades did not

occur for each of the Shuttle flights. It was then stored in computers at SRS for use in the

simulation and analyses. The trajectory data (the path of flight and the attitude data consisting of

vehicle pitch, yaw, and roll relative to the velocity vector) were combined in the computer model

and related to the transmitter sight locations by range and elevation body angles. Results of these

trajectory computations were used as described above to determine the locus of antenna pattern

cells in Exhibit 3-1 from the time of SRB separation through the time of main engine cutoff

(MECO). Other Shuttle flight records were used to identify handoff times from one transmitter

site to the next (reference the previous study). Exhibit 2-2(a) shows a typical profile of a Shuttle

trajectory after launch. Two common launch trajectories are (1) easterly launch trajectory for low

inclination (28 °) orbits and (2) a northeasterly launch trajectory for high inclination orbits.
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3.3 Receiver Characteristics

The IRD receiver characteristics are as follows: The IRD receives, demodulates, and

decodes the Range Safety command signal. The IRD provides a telemetry output that indicates the

signal level it receives [ 11]:

SIGNAL LEVEL

No signal input

-97 dBm

-53 dBm

< +13 dBm

TELEMETRY OUTPUT

0.1 to 0.5 Vdc

0.25 to 0.76 Vdc higher than no signal level

4.5 Vdc (min) but not saturated

< 5.25 Vdc

The characteristics of the receiver section are listed in exhibit 3-2.

Exhibit 3-2 Integrated Receiver/Decoder [11]

Frequency, Fixed tuned

Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

-20 °C to +50 °C

-40 °C to -20 °C

+50 °C to +80 °C

RF Sensitivity

Capture

Operational Bandwidth

IF Passband Ripple

60 dB Bandwidth

Response > + 10 MHz from

416.5 MHz

Specification Assembly Drawing

416.5 MHz

1.5 (max)

2.0 (max)

2.0 (max)

-97 dBm

< 3 dB audio output reduction with

interfering 416.5 MHz unmodulated carrier

2 dB below desired

+ 45 kHz (min) from 416.5 MHz

3 dB (max) within + 45 kHz of 416.5 MHz

+ 180 kHz (max) from 416.5 MHz

80 dB image rejection required

10SPC-0132

10406-0143

The plots of voltage vs. signal strength from two different IRDs are presented in Exhibit 3-3.
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The computer model used in the performance of this contract was a computer code called

RFSignal. RFSignal is written in FORTRAN and executes on a Macintosh personal computer.

RFSignal was generated from an SRS existing code called RFLINK which was used primarily for

range safety analysis of Flight Termination System radio link margins. The RFLINK code used a

worst case measure of antenna nulls for antenna loss and did not provide the capability to compute

antenna loss from antenna pattern data. Several redundant features were added to RFLINK to

generate the the RFSignal code. RFSignal has the capability to accept an input antenna loss pattern

as an input array. The code also computes a directional site vector to the vehicle which is used to

index into the antenna pattern array to determine directional antenna loss. The capability to model

terrain multipath effects was also added to the code to model the multipath signal fades due to the

changing phase of the two received signals. The output from the RFSignal program was then used

as input to a commercial plotting program available on the Macintosh to produce the graphs

contained in this report. The results of the analysis using these computer tools are described in the

following paragraphs.

4.1 Terrain Multipath

In studying the signal loss measurements from a number of the Shuttle flights there

appeared to be some recurring cyclical nulls very similar to the effects of terrain multipath fades.

Using the RFSignal computer model, we studied the effects of terrain multipath on several Shuttle

flight trajectories. The results showed that, due to the velocity of the Shuttle, the cyclical rate of

the terrain multipath fades are at a much higher rate than the fades observed in the initial study

effort. The results of the terrain multipath study indicates that terrain multipath fades are occurring

but are not causing the large signal dropouts that are the issue in this study.

We considered the possibility that a combination of receiver AGC response time and the

instrumentation sample rate may be causing a cyclical null pattern at a lower rate than the terrain

multipath cyclical rate. However, after discussions with the NASA technical personnel on the

instrumentation sampling rate and some AGC sampling rate tests performed in the lab, it was

determined that the AGC response rate and the instrumentation sampling rate prevent this from

occurring. The AGC measurements indicated that the AGC response is "fast-attack, fast-decay",

with time constants less than 50 milliseconds. With such response characteristics, the AGC will

tract terrain multipath power envelopes accurately to within the 0.045 telemetry sampling interval at
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whichAGC responsewaveformswererecorded.

4.2 Antenna Patterns

We traced the Shuttle flight directional site vector through the antenna pattern to determine

if the nulls are the result of the antenna pattern. From this analysis we can only draw a marginal

conclusion that the antenna patterns cause the dropouts. On some occasions there appear to be

some correlation between antenna cells and the recorded instrumentation data. However, because

of the granularity of the cell measurements it is difficult to determine if the cell measurement

accurately reflects the signal result. On different flights the traces may pass through the same cell

with differing results. The two most noticable differences are that the path across the cell can be

different and that the time period spent in the cell can be significantly different. It appears that

significant nulls may exist within the actual antenna pattern but the two-degree-granularity scale

model antenna pattern does not have sufficient resolution to capture the null.

Conversely, ET IRD signal level fading patterns exhibited consistencies from flight to flight

that suggest the influence of stable structural or geometric phenomena. Exhibit 4-1 is a

superposition of signal strength records for ET IRD reception of transmissions from Bermuda

during several of the early Shuttle flights that used an easterly launch trajectory. The spacing of

peaks and nulls appears to be quite similar for all of these flights, although absolute times and

magnitudes vary. Earth-surface multipath and antenna patterns (including Shuttle surface multipath

effects) are both stable phenomena. . _ t-, "

• Easterly launch azimuths
• Transmissions from Bermuda
• Note similarities in signal

strength patterns

!
,,,i,,,,i,,,,l,,,,l,

3o0. 400 . 5oo.

;1 .--

sTs-5

,,II 
600,

TIME (SEC)

Exhibit 4-1 Comparison of ET RSS Signal Strength Patterns
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Our simulation of earth-surfacemultipath indicated a faster variation with time than
observedin thesecases.We believethattheseeffectscouldbecausedby fine-grainedfeaturesin

theET antennapatternsthatwerenotevidentin thediscrete-cellscale-modelantennapatterndata.

Scatteringtheoryandradarcross-section(RCS)measurementsfrom complexobjectsdemonstrate

frequentandviolentsignallevelfluctuationswith aspectangle.

4.3 Trajectories/Attitudes

Shuttle flights STS-26, STS-27, STS-29, STS-30, STS-33, and STS-36 appeared to have

encountered the most severe IRD signal fades. We analyzed flight trajectories of these flights to

search for geometric indications of the underlying cause(s) for the dropouts. The flight

trajectories, including vehicle attitude, and the location of the FTS transmitting sites, were

considered in the analysis.

Exhibit 4-2 shows the angular measurement off the centerline, looking from aft, the time in

flight, and the time when the deep nulls occurred. The STS-27 and STS-36 flights have similar

characteristics that are noticeably different from the other flights, due to the northeasterly launch

azimuth for these flights. STS-30 looks quite different because of a turn performed in its flight.

This turn can be seen in the trajectory data plotted in the attached appendices for these flights.

STS Yaw I0 ° 9 ° 8 °
# Look

Angle
26C (E) 192 203 211
29e (E) 19i 201 213

30c 'rE)--i-230 237 246

33c (E) 196[ 199
27c ....(N) " 2-86| 306

36c (N) [2741 299

7 ° 6 ° 5 ° 4 ° 3 ° 2 ° 1 °

231 248 270" 307 334* "391
237 ......-2-5-8......284-- "-326"--'- _351 ......................

255 265 276 289 303 .... 319 3-40*-

0 ° .1 ° .2 °

t............. t .............

*364 391 429

202 ..... 235-252 273* *303 i348" *420

329 358 393-i 2t34"- *451 [ _ _

326 356 390* *400 [

Deep nulls occur at times between the asterisks (note: STS-33 has two nulls)

(E) Easterly launch azimuth (N) North-Easterly launch azimuth

Exhibit 4.2 Yaw Look Angles vs. Shuttle Flight Time

In our analysis, the vehicle-to-site vector was computed in a yaw and roll angle so the

angles could be used to index into the antenna pattern data array. Exhibit 4-3 shows the

combination of yaw and roll angles at the point of the deepest signal fades. The roll angle is

measured from the vertical stabilizer with the Shuttle in the inverted (180 ° roll flight regime).

Positive is to the right, rotating in the counterclockwise direction, a negative number indicates the
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sitevectorcrossedover thecenterlineto the left, rotatingin theclockwisedirection. Noteagain

thatflight STS-33hastwo nulls.

....................._" ght ................. Time..(sec! ................ 'Yaw A_!.g!e ...................................R0H An_gle ..............

_ 2._6c (E) 385 .... 2.4 ° ........ -2.4 °

................................................................................29c (E) . 330 ..................................................... ( ....................................................................................... 4°

.....................3__.___..(E)_............................................364 .................................. @ ................................... 14°_......................

33c (E) 290 4.4 ° 7°

400 2.2 ° -6.5 °

• . 27 c (N) 440 ....... 4.8 ° 76 °

36c (N) [ 390 6_ 750

E) Easterly launch azimuth (N) North-Easterly launch azimuth

Exhibit 4-3 Attitude Angles at Times of Deep Signal Fades

Exhibit 4-4 contains AGC voltage records from the ET IRD as functions of time after

launch for flights STS-26, STS-27, STS-29, STS-30, STS-33 and STS-36; with transmissions

from Cape Canaveral. The time intervals during which signal arrival angles were within 5* of

directly aft (in yaw) are indicated for all of these flights except STS-36. For STS-36, handover of

transmission to Bermuda occurred just at the time the signal arrival angle decreased to 5* from

directly aft. In all the other cases shown, deep signal fades occurred only during the interval of aft

signal arrival. In the STS-36 case, the decreasing signal level trend near 400 seconds after launch

suggests that if Cape Canaveral transmission had continued as the arrival angle decreased further, a

deep fade might have occurred within a short time.

These results indicate the dropouts may be related to aspect angles nearly directly aft, with

some contribution from the roll (pitch) angle also being a contributing factor. However, it is not

clearly indicated with this data. For example, flights STS-26 and STS-33 have similar trajectories,

and they both have signal fades at approximately 300 seconds and 390 seconds. However, the

signal fades on flight STS-33 are much longer and deeper than the fades on STS-26. This seems

to indicate that indeed there may be very sharp antenna nulls that the Shuttle antenna patterns do not

reflect and/or there may be other contributing factors involved.
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Exhibit 4-4 Record of ET Receiver AGC Voltages vs. Time After Launch
(Transmission from Cape Canaveral)
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An important question in light of these results is: What is the mechanism that causes the

signal nulls to occur at arrival angles nearly directly aft? Possibilities include the following:

• Both ET antennas are blocked by Shuttle surfaces.

• Nulls occur in the basic ET antenna pattems at arrival angles nearly parallel to the

ET skin.

• One ET antenna is blocked while the other is subject to destructive multipath

interference from Shuttle surfaces.

• Signals arrive at the two ET antennas in such a phase relationship that, with the

effects of RF cable lengths, cancellation occurs at the output of the RF coupler

device that combines the RF signals for input to the IRD.

• Signal diffraction and/or refraction involving Shuttle surfaces or the SSME exhaust

plume/cloud.

The source data needed to isolate these possible causes of aft nulls was not available to SRS in

sufficiently high resolution or fidelity during the current study.

Given the knowledge of specific signal arrival angles that cause extended signal nulls (i.e.,

directly aft) NASA may be able to develop operational methods of avoidance. However, isolation

of the mechanism(s) responsible for dropouts may permit a solution to be produced that does not

require operational constraints. Such a solution could be incorporated in future ET design

upgrades or added independently if deemed necessary. Examples of possible solutions (depending

on the cause) are replacement of the ET RF combiner, addition of a second IRD using the presently

terminated difference port of the existing RF combiner, change in placement of one or both ET

antennas for more favorable rearward pattern, or selection of an ET antenna type with higher gain

at angles nearly parallel to the ET skin.

The high-fidelity data needed to isolate these mechanisms and to identify the specific

cause(s) can be obtained through additional scale-model antenna pattern measurements, detailed

electromagnetic computer modeling/simulation, or (probably most efficiently) with a combination

of these experimental and analytical approaches. These approaches are discussed in the following

conclusions and recommendations sections.

4.4 Atmospheric Effects

Atmospheric effects were not studied because the fades appear to be consistent from flight

to flight as a function of the trajectory. Severe weather conditions, which are usually the cause of
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signal fadesand interference,would not be a factor sincethe Shuttledoesnot launch in such
weather. Lesscritical weatherconditionssuchasinversionlayerandductingproblemswould be

much lesspredictable. Sincethefadepatternsappearto bea function of flight andtransmitter

geometry,theproblemsandexpenseof collectingweatherdatadid notseemwarranted.

4.5 Plume Attenuation

VariousSTStrajectorieswereexaminedto determineif rocketplumeattenuationmayhave

beena cause,in part, of the observedIRD dropout. The relatively cleanburning LOx/liquid

hydrogen SSMEs,however, areexpectedto conwibuteno more than three to six dB signal
attenuationattheveryworstaspectangle,i.e., zerodegrees,looking into theplume.

In theanalysisof plume attenuationfor variousU.S.Army StrategicDefenseCommand

rocket tests(all analyzedemployedsolid propellantmotors,and include HOE, QueenMatch,

ERIS,andBPTargetVehicle),SRSmodeledmultipletrajectorygeometry'sandconditionsthatled

to bothearly-in-flight andlate-in-flight onsetof theplumeattenuationphenomenon.Attenuation
onset,in all cases,wasshownto beafunction of theaspectanglein conjunctionwith theplume

exit angle. Although SRSsawcaseswherethe onsetwasquite sudden,the rateof onsetnever

approachedthe nearly"stepfunction" dropoutthat appearedin theexternaltank signal strength
traces. Also, the attenuation,onceencountered,did not ceaseuntil boosterburn-out,or achange

in vehicle attitudeoccurredwhich increasedthevehicle aspectangleto a value outsideof the

envelopedefinedbytheplumeexitangleandaspectanglecombination.

SRSalsoexaminedexpectedsignal levels for theportion of a shadowzoneof a plume

formedsuperconductivediskwhereadiffractedcommanddestruct(416.5MHz) signalmightbe
expectedto impinge. UsingthePoehlermethod[5], valuesfor signal strengthin thediffraction
illuminated zone were calculatedto be on the order of 20 dB lower than direct illumination

intensities. Thesevaluesarefar in excessof theexpectedattenuationfor the SSMEs,therefore,

this exerciseseemsto beof no valuein the analysis.Detailsconcerningthecalculationof these

valuesarepresentedin Exhibit 4-5.

Sincemostof the IRD dropoutsoccurwith nearstep-functionrapidity, andoccasionally

ceasewith equal rapidity (and without discerniblechangein vehicle attitude), and sincethe

expectedvalueof plumeattenuationfrom theSSMEsis of arelativelyminor magnitude,SRScan
notassociatethedropoutwith aplumeattenuationphenomenon.
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Simplification: total absorption disk assumed to replace overdense plasma
I

ET Antenna Shadow Zone I1i_,

0o = half-angle formed by ray from the ET antenna to edge diffraction disk at distance "a" from
the ET antenna

01 = aspect angle from edge of the diffraction disk to the CDT site and the ray tangent to the disk

Standard optics solution for the ratio [ ? ] of intensity in the geometric shadow zone to free

space intensity: 2 2

C__ 0 cos )dO and 0 sin )cl_ Fresnel Integrals

are imbedded in the standard solution: _ :--_2_ (C_ - 0.5) 2 + (Su- 0.5)l!

Considering the problem to be bilateral with reciprocity, using Poehler's analysis of a signal from

the ET antenna to the CDT as definitive for the reverse path, Poehler considers the limitations on

gamma as: _/< 0.01 therefore, using

W:=36 feet a:=150 feet d2rad:=l.74533x10 "z f:---416.5x106 Hz

01:=2 degrees z:-_.-_ c:=2.99792458x10 "2meters/second
a

then

=0.72 meters kl := k m2ft _.1 :=2.362 feet

01 :=atan(z)---L--1 degrees 01 --13.496 degrees
d2rad

M
r :=0.0254 a dimensionless ratio

[(0o-0t)d2rad] z

Attenuation :=101og(r) Attenuation =-20.029 dB

r =0.01

m2ft:=3.28084 _c=f_
f

920901-JY-0839

Exhibit 4-5 Calculation of Signal Strength Attenuation in the Diffraction

Illuminated Zone
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4.6 Line-of-Sight Comparisons

SRS developed the plots in Exhibit 4-6 to aid in visualizing the fine-of-sight range between

the Shuttle and the visual horizon at selected points during the fly-out of the vehicle. The trajectory

of STS-43 was chosen as adequately illustrative for this exercise, and vehicle sub-points at 60,

121,300, and 450 seconds time-of-flight (TOF) were used to develop essentially orthographic

projections which were then limited in extent to the line-of-sight range from the vehicle to the

horizon, based on vehicle altitudes at the respective times. The last chart was developed using the

121 second TOF sub-point, but arbitrarily forcing the vehicle altitude to 150 NM to show the line-

of-sight capability from an orbital altitude. Corrections for refraction were not included as the

charts are intended only as an aid in visualizing the vehicles capability to "see" selected ground

stations at the various altitudes.

The sub-point of the present position of the vehicle at the annotated TOF is represented by a

small square at the center of each chart. In addition, the locations of the Command Control

Transmitters (CCT) are annotated as follows:

CCAFS

JDMTA

WFF

BDA

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station

Jonathan Dickinson Missile Tracking Annex

Wallops Flight Facility (Wallops Island Flight Center)

Bermuda

Of particular note is the not-intuitive realization that the CCT at Wallops Flight Facility comes into

visual range of the Shuttle prior to the CCT located at Bermuda. The charts may also be used to

observe the relative aspect angles between the CCT sites and position of the Shuttle at the various

points portrayed.
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIONS

Following are findings of the IRD Dropout study:

Deep IRD signal fades of extended duration occur when the signal arrives at the Shuttle

from almost directly astern of the Shuttle (within approx 5 degrees).

Direct line of sight paths do not always exist to either ET antenna in the UHF range when

the signal arrives from astern. In this case blockage is caused by the orbiter body, orbiter

wings, and ET body.

Because the Shuttle surfaces are predominantly parallel to the longitudinal axis, the paths of

signals arriving have small incidence angles to the surfaces, below the Brewster angle, so

that direct and reflected signals can be in phase or out of phase in both polarizations at the

antenna.

When geometric line-of-sight does not exist, signals must arrive at the ET antenna(s) by

reflection as above, by surface waves ducted along the ET skin, or by diffraction around

Shuttle surfaces (a possible alternative is diffraction through the exhaust plume).

The measured scale model antenna patterns do not contain the nulls at aft angles of arrival

that appear in flight test data and in our predictions from analysis. Two possible reasons

are:

- A phenomena not related to the antenna/Shuttle configuration affects the signal.

The measured antenna patterns are not accurate for aft angles of arrival, and/or the 2-

degree-resolution is not fine enough to model the situation.

From discussions with NASA personnel who observed the original scale-model antenna

pattern measurements, we learned that the purpose of measuring the antenna patterns was

to measure and verify that the antennas had adequate gain over 95 percent of the sphere.

This was an Air Force 127-1 requirement that had to be verified. The test model and

procedures were set up to specifically verify 95 percent coverage, not to measure where
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andhow deepinterferencenulls werein thenoseandtail area. NASA andthe Air Force
haveapprovedthesetestproceduresandtestresults. It maybeadvisable,in thefuture,to
extendantennateststo bettercharacterizepatternnulls but this would requiredifferent

procedures,higherfidelity testmodels,andextendedtestequipmentcapabilities.

The two ET rangesafety antennasareconnectedto the IRD RF front end throughRF
cablesand anRF combiner. That methodcanpossiblypermit destructiveinterferencein

cases where RF energy can reach both antennas from a given direction. (RF
interferometersusethisprinciple to measuredirectionof arrival in electronicwarfareand

radio-astronomyapplications.) CombiningRF inputs from multiple antennasis often

accomplishedthroughtheuseof diversity combiners,which switchantennas,usephase-
lockedloopsto mergesignalsatIF, or selectdataatbaseband.Thedual IRD schemeused

for SRBrangesafetyreceptionaccomplishesdiversitycombiningatbaseband.

Certainothersignalfading phenomenawemodeledappearto occurat timesin theflight

data(for instance,sea-surfacemultipathatlow look angles),but theeffectsarenotof large

magnitudeor long duration,and they do not appearto causethe deep,extendedsignal

fadesthataretheprimaryobjectsunderinvestigation.
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SECTION 6.0

APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY TO FUTURE FLIGHTS

The methodology used for this study can be applied to evaluation of IRD dropout

phenomena on future Shuttle flights. Analytic portions of the recommended evaluation can be

accomplished directly from review of the Shuttle trajectory/attitude data and IRD AGC data.

Simulation portions will require use of the simulation/analysis software SRS used in the study.

Given the conclusions presented in the previous section, an objective of evaluating future

flight data may be to determine whether observed fades are associated with signal arrival angles

directly aft of the Shuttle. Shuttle yaw attitude and position can be extracted and plotted manually,

with time tags, as vectors on a map. From these plots, the approximate signal arrival angles from

transmitter locations on the map can be determined by ray-tracing. The Shuttle position/attitude

time tags can then be compared with signal fade times to identify associations between fades and

particular Shuttle states.

The RF signal software can be used with pre-mission trajectory data to evaluate the RF

entry angles for a planned flight. Although we are unable to accurately predict when the fades may

occur, since they appear to be function of a near aft yaw angle and a less predictable roll angle

(combination roll and pitch), the approximate time in the flight that these aspect angles occur can be

predicted. This time information could be helpful in pre-mission planning for determining when

best to switch to an alternate site. However, there are some limitations to when the switch over can

occur. From our analysis we observed that, due to the distances between the transmitting sites

(Cape, JDMTA, Bermuda, Wallops) and the curvature of the earth, there is little overlap in

coverage area. The use of the JDMTA site seems to overcome the near aft aspect angle problem,

but the signal overlap area between JDMTA and Bermuda is small. A study is recommended using

the RFSignal program and a trajectory generation program to develop an understanding of the

aspect angles, site track elevation angles, and coverage areas.
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SECTION 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

Following are recommendations for future experiment and additional analysis:

To acquire more detailed antenna pattern data for the orbiter/ET configuration, we

recommend performance of antenna range tests on a scale model (possibly the model

currently stored at the MSFC antenna range). The Shuttle model configuration should

represent as accurately as possible the structure viewed (put the support boom on the nose)

from astern. Also, the data should be continuous cuts (conical or great-circle) in the

neighborhood of the tail, with close spacing (e.g., less than 1/2 degree) between cuts.

SRS will support these measurements, facilitate logging/storage of data, perform data

reduction, and analyze the results with regard to the dropout phenomenon.

To better characterize the potential role of the ET RF combiner in received signal dropouts,

we recommend laboratory testing of ET range safety RF and IRD hardware in a

configuration representing that of flight hardware. The tests will include static and dynamic

RF phase and amplitude input variations from dual signal sources simulating various angles

of arrival at ET antennas. SRS will perform the recommended tests in our Huntsville

laboratory if MSFC desires. Altematively, we can support testing at MSFC, in which case

we will facilitate logging/storage of data, perform data reduction, and analyze the results.

To provide analytical support for the experiments identified above, we recommend

construction of a computer model of relevant features of the orbiter/ET configuration (e.g.,

plane and knife-edge representation of the wing and vertical stabilizer; cylinder

representation of the ET). We will use multiple-ray or wave-theory RF propagation

analysis algorithms with the computer model to determine theoretical relative signal levels

and phases at the range safety antenna output ports in the presence of reflections and

diffraction from the Shuttle surfaces.
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PREFACE TO THE APPENDICES

The following pages are a series of plots describing the trajectory and signal data for the

flight. The trajectory data was downloaded from the NASA database and was used in this

analysis. The signal strength data was also downloaded from the NASA database and was plotted

on the same timebase as other analysis plots to provide an easier time comparison. Other plots are

the products of the computer model used for analysis. The antenna pattern data was provided by

NASA personnel on magnetic disk. The antenna pattern tracks are hand drawn to show the

antenna cells used and reflect the data shown on other plots.
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STS-26

Appendix

STS-26wasa flight launchedin aneasterlydirection. Moderatefadingduring the time
interval from 370 to 390 secondsafter launch,anda short,deepfadeat 417 to 418 secondsafter

launchwere noted. Thesefadesoccurredwhenthe signalarrival anglewas less than5° from

direcdyaft.
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STS-27

Appendix

STS-27was launchedon a morenortheasterlylaunchazimuth(approximately57°). The signal

strengthshowsagradualdeteriorationof thesignalfrom approximately10° awayfrom directly aft
to 5° when the switch wasmadeto the Bermudatransmitter. The signal strengthappearsto

deterioratemorerapidlybetween5° and6° awayfrom directlyaft. Theaspectangleon this flight

did notdropbelow4°.
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The STS-29 flight experienced a deep fade between 300 and 350 seconds in flight, this

corresponds to a 3.5 ° to 4.5 ° aspect angle.
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STS-30waslaunchedalmostdirectly east. It experiencedtwo deepnulls.

atadirectlyaft aspectangleandtheotherwithin2" of directlyaft.

Onenull appearsto be
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Appendix

The STS-33 flight was launched to the east. The Cape low power transmitter was used on this

flight to approximately 150 seconds. There is a deep signal fade which lasts for approximately 150

seconds on this flight. The fade occurs when the aspect angle is between 2°and 4.5 ° away from

directly aft.
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Appendix

The STS-36 flight was launched to the northeast. It did not experience deep fades. Some signal

degradation did occur at approximately 380 seconds in flight for some duration but the magnitude

of the losses were not severe.
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The STS-43 flight was launched on an easterly trajectory. Moderate signal fading was observed

during the 370 to 420 second period, when handover to Bermuda took place.
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